
Clear Labs has developed the food industry’s first food-industry specific Whole-Genome Sequencing test based on Next-Generation 

Sequencing (NGS). We are now able to identify specific pathogen strains and link them to similar species, monitor for pathogen-related 

problems in the food supply, and roll-out proactive food safety measures to guard against outbreak or recall. 

Clear Labs’ Whole Genome Sequencing test enables retailers to 

dramatically reduce the risk of outbreaks and institute e�ective, 

low-cost recall plans. Our platform is the most cost-e�ective and 

accurate solution for proactive food safety on the market today. 

Clear Labs’ GMO testing solutions are o�ered directly through 
Clear Labs and our global partner laboratories. 

Full results are available within 5 to 10 days.  

To learn more, please visit www.clearlabs.com/wgs

Clear Labs joins advanced molecular diagnostics with modern 
data science to validate food supply chains and enable 
comprehensive food safety programs. 

About Clear labs

Learn more @ www.clearlabs.com

DNA BarCodingWhole-Genome Sequencing

The Clear Labs WGS Test can be used to: 

Proactively monitor ingredient supplies and the 
e�ectiveness of preventive and sanitary controls

Correlate a specific strain to a specific crop with a specific 
geographical origin 

(by comparing the WGS to a comprehensive database of the outbreaks strains)  

Develop new rapid method- and culture-independent tests

Determine the persistence of pathogens in the environment

Monitor emerging pathogens; and as a possible indicator 
of antimicrobial resistance
 

The Food Industry’s Most Accurate,Comprehensive 
Whole-Genome Sequencing Test 
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Whole Genome Sequencing testing solutions conform to the same general workflow that includes DNA extraction and library preparation as well as 
Next-Generation Sequencing. Results are processed through our proprietary software analytics which customers access through an online portal.
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Correlate strains through evolutionary 
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